SENTRILOCK

Leveraging cloud services to modernize the property access experience

SentriLock enlisted the support of Cloudreach to migrate and modernize its infrastructure using Google Cloud solutions.

Google Cloud Results

1. Reduces data storage and compute costs by 24 percent while increasing capacity

2. Improves stability of core infrastructure systems to prevent outages in the field

3. Accelerates new environment creation from days to hours

4. Ensures access to properties and enhances security and tracking for real estate agencies and property managers

About SentriLock, LLC

SentriLock is the official lockbox solution for the National Association of REALTORS®. As the leading electronic lockbox manufacturer and provider of property access management solutions, SentriLock operates in support of REALTORS® and the industry, offering an easy to use, reliable and secure system. Fundamental core values guide every action and decision to provide the best service and experience.

Industry: Technology
Location: United States

About Cloudreach

Google Cloud partner Cloudreach offers consultation, managed services, and hands-on engineering support to assist companies at every point of their cloud migration and digital transformation.
SentriLock’s mission is to create world class customer experiences and deliver the most innovative technology as a leading provider of access management solutions. Its purpose is to provide a world of access in a secure way. SentriLock was founded in 2002 on three key attributes that continue to guide the company’s phenomenal growth: stability, superior technology, and exceptional customer service.

SentriLock recently expanded its operations into the United Kingdom, to enable secure property access for property managers and home health care organizations, giving both patients and providers more insights and capabilities around home access and security.

This new channel made it clear to SentriLock that it needed to position this new product on a platform that can scale and provide tools for future growth. After researching options, the company decided to use Google Cloud with support from partner Cloudreach to improve IT performance by standing up a new cloud infrastructure.

**Infrastructure simplified and unified**

To support its move to increased reliance on the cloud, the company engaged Cloudreach for its Google Cloud expertise, as well as guidance on best practices for the migration.

“As part of our digital transformation, we wanted to build our new infrastructure, based on best practices, so we could scale and minimize disruptions,” says Eric Gatton, Cloud Systems Architect at SentriLock. “Cloudreach examined our existing infrastructure and helped us develop a foundation based on Google Cloud for what we’re running today. Their guidance was vital to the success of this project.”

With Cloudreach’s guidance, SentriLock decided to adopt several Google Cloud services for its initial push into cloud infrastructure. Cloudreach assisted in the architectural mapping and migration strategy to ensure that SentriLock was prepared to make the move.

“In switching to Google Cloud, we were also able to leverage services such as Cloud SQL, Cloud DNS, Cloud Load Balancing and many other Google Cloud solutions,” says Eric. “Google Cloud has a vast array of tools and services, which has allowed us to further update our

**Products**

• Google Cloud
• BigQuery
• Cloud Functions
• Cloud SQL
• Cloud DNS
• Cloud Load Balancing
• Google Kubernetes Engine
• Cloud VPN
• Google Compute Engine

“Cloudreach examined our existing infrastructure and helped us develop a foundation based on Google Cloud for what we’re running today. Their guidance was vital to the success of this project.”

Eric Gatton, Cloud Systems Architect, SentriLock
technology stack. We’ve also found some cost savings. We are running more on Google Cloud but we’re paying about 24 percent less than we did with our previous provider, thanks to sustained-use discounts.”

The streamlined, intuitive infrastructure allows SentriLock to be more responsive to demands as well, such as by templatizing environments to reduce the time it takes to spin up new ones from days to hours.

Expanding Cloud Adoption

SentriLock has since incorporated more projects on Google Cloud, including starting to use Google Kubernetes Engines for its production clusters and leveraging Cloud Functions for serverless execution and cloud service connections, and recently started using Managed Instance groups with auto-scaling.

Thanks to the positive experience SentriLock had with Cloudreach, they also decided to keep the partner on as a managed service provider for the long term.

“We have a small team, and we knew we needed more support when it came to cloud adoption, including supporting education and cultural changes inside our company,” says Eric. “This would have been difficult without Cloudreach’s support and guidance”

Cloudreach provides the staff augmentation necessary to keep systems up and running while allowing SentriLock staff to focus on feature development, user experience, and other important activities. With this support, Eric’s small team of engineers can support the infrastructure that 200 SentriLock employees and hundreds of thousands of customers in the field rely upon every day.

Foundation for more robust services

Now that SentriLock can run development and production more efficiently and faster, the company is expanding its service offerings to better serve more customers. For instance, the company is now leveraging BigQuery to enable more powerful analytics.

“In switching to Google Cloud, we were also able to leverage services such as Cloud SQL, Cloud DNS, Cloud Load Balancing and many other Google Cloud solutions. Google Cloud has a vast array of tools and services, which has allowed us to further update our technology stack.”

Eric Gatton, Cloud Systems Architect, SentriLock
“We have all of these lockboxes generating data. We know that stronger, more complete analytics will provide many useful insights to our customers,” says Eric. “Once we get data into BigQuery, we can start using other Google Cloud analytics solutions to become more agile and data-driven.”

Eric believes that any company looking to embark on a digital transformation can benefit from outside, expert support.

“We’ve also found some cost savings. We are running more on Google Cloud but we’re paying about 24 percent less than we did with our previous provider, thanks to sustained-use discounts.”

Eric Gatton, Cloud Systems Architect, SentriLock